
APPENDIX  “A”

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS THAT MIGHT

PROVE USEFUL

TECH SPEC ON # 28 AND # 87 (2006-07) WC CARS:
Both of these cars are for sale immediately after the season finale. The # 28 car was a two race winner
with 3 poles. The # 87 car sat on the pole at Sebring with Doug Peterson driving.
LG Professionally built World Challenge Engine. 4 engines available at extra cost.
Dailey Dry sump pumps and billet oil pans
World Challenge requires a restrictor plate which reduces HP by 50.
Both cars have Holinger Sequential shifting, straight cut gear 6 speed transmissions with the SCCA
mandated close ratios.
4:10 rear gears.
Both the transmission and diffs are fully race preped with our own LG billet side covers and extra race
work inside. The Holinger has its own internal pump and the diff has our LG single stage pump and billet
Rear cover with pinion drive.
Spherical bearings in the Lower control arms, and our LG Motorsports designed chassis and suspension
and sway bars.
Bosch 4.0 engine management with "No lift shift".
This Bosch 4.0 also has the same traction control as the ALMS Corvette and the Cadillac CTS-V cars
Stack Data acquisition with predictive lap timer display. not only does it tell you what your lap time WAS, it
tells you what it WILL BE before it happens. So you can see that a good lap is coming and keep the
mistakes to a minimum.
Stop Tech 15" front and 13" rear brakes with Cobalt pads.
Tilton Triple Disc 5" Carbon Clutches on custom 5" flywheels.
LG Carbon Drive Shafts. Custom Torque TUbe.
Wheels are Forgeline 18x10.5" front and 18x12" rear.
Both cars are built exactly the same but for the Driver's height. The brake pedal location is adjustable on
both cars. The seats are in the same spot only the feet(pedals) move.
Bilstein/LG Coil over shocks with Race valving and spring rates.
Custom LG spec radiator, full Ram air (real ram air) with 14" water ram air pressure at 150 mph. Just to
put it into perspective, a NASCAR Bush car sees about 7" of water pressure on the manometer at speed.
Full Ground effect body "wind tunnel tested" and a complete video from the GM wind tunnel
Neither car has ever been in a crash. A couple of tire circles and bumps but NO crashes.
These cars are not cheap. $185,000. as they sit.

TECH SPEC ON # 28 (2008-09) ALMS GT2 – RILEY TECHNOLOGIES CORVETTE:


